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More than half a century since the equal pay act, the wage gap

still hovers at 80%. Half a billion dollars are spent annually on

corporate diversity programs, and yet, only 5% of CEOs in the

Fortune 500 are women. Lean Out is an ambitious attempt to

answer the question few dare to ask: what have we gotten
wrong about women at work? 
 

Based on in-depth research and personal experiences, Lean
Out, follows the journey of Marissa Orr, a single mom of three

trying to find success in her 15-year career at the world’s top

tech giants. In an eye-opening account, Orr exposes the

systemic dysfunction at the heart of today’s most powerful

corporations and how their pursuit to close the gender gap has

come at the expense of female well-being.

 

Featured in Forbes, Fox, Yahoo! Finance, and CNBC, Lean Out is
not simply a retort to Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In, but a

revolutionary path forward with the power to change the lives of

men and women in the corporate world and beyond. With Lean
Out, Orr provides a fresh voice for a new generation of thinkers.

Marissa Orr is a former Google & Facebook executive,

bestselling author, and leadership speaker. Spending 15

years working at today’s top tech giants, she has

conducted talks for thousands of people in the US, Europe,

and Asia-Pacific, at companies and universities such as

Google, Twitter, Pace University, New School, American

Express, and more. Originally from Miami, Orr received her

Master’s degree in Decision and Information Sciences from

the University of Florida. 

 

Her bestselling book, Lean Out, The Truth About Women,
Power, & the Workplace, was released by HarperCollins

Leadership in June of 2019. 

http://www.marissaorr.com/
http://www.twitter.com/marissabethorr
https://www.facebook.com/marissabethorr/
http://www.instagram.com/marissabethorr
http://www.marissaorr.com/
http://www.leanoutthebook.com/
http://www.leanoutthebook.com/
http://marissaorr.com/


S P E A K I N G
T E S T I M O N I A L S

BALAJI  SANKARAN

SVP  GLOBAL  SALES

OPERATIONS  &

MARKETING ,

TWITTER

“Everyone at Twitter is still talking

about your women’s leadership

presentation. It was one of the

most engaging we’ve ever had.”

 

JULIE  ROLLAUER  
HEAD  OF  INDUSTRY ,

CPG ,  GOOGLE

"You were outstanding today!

You have the right balance of

charisma, knowledge and

humor and you have been the

highlight of the day for

everyone." 

ELIZABETH  ROSS -RONCHI ,

VP /GM ,  GLOBAL  FIELD  &

DIALOGIC  MARKETING ,

AMERICAN  EXPRESS

“Marissa, thank you for creating and delivering a

phenomenal presentation, sharing your own

personal insights and time, and both inspiring us

to push our thinking in this area as well as

providing us with some very specific tactics we

can adopt today! Yesterday was truly terrific and

only because of the tremendous thought and

passion you brought to the initiative.” 

BOB  CORNWALL

GLOBAL  HEAD  OF

SALES  L&D ,

YOUTUBE

"Thank you for coming to

Canada to deliver the thought

leadership presentation. The

team thought it was simply

OUTSTANDING - the best

they’d seen in years."

 

GERALDINE

CONQUEST  
BUSINESS  LEAD ,

WOMEN@GOOGLE ,  

NEW  YORK

“You crushed it and your

energy was contagious.

A great ending to our

conference!”

DAVID  MISHKIN ,  MD

FACEP ,  CHIEF

INNOVATION  OFFICER ,

SHERIDAN  HEALTH

“Marissa's keynote for our iEM conference

was outstanding. With humor and grace,

she challenged us to look at things from a

wholly new and useful perspective; one

which we'd not heard before, and one

we've been talking about ever since.”

MINDY  CANCILA  
MANAGING  VICE

PRESIDENT ,  

GARTNER  GROUP

"Our attendees LOVED your

session -- the ratings were

fabulous! I cannot thank you

enough." 



IN THE MEDIA
 PRESS INTERVIEWS, ARTICLES & PODCASTS

You can find all published articles,

interviews and podcasts of Marissa here.

ON THE BLOG

CURRENT MEDIUM ARTICLES

You can find Marissa's current writings

on her Medium blog here. 

FEATURED ON

To see Marissa in action speaking,

check out her sizzle reel here.

MARISSA IN ACTION

SIZZLE REEL

https://www.marissaorr.com/in-the-media/
https://medium.com/@MarissaOrr
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2019/06/10/former-facebook-and-google-employee-reveals-companies-cultures.html?&qsearchterm=marissa+orr
https://finance.yahoo.com/video/book-talks-truth-women-power-174602098.html
https://www.marissaorr.com/the-book/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.businessinsider.com_facebook-2Dand-2Dgoogle-2Dveteran-2Don-2Dleaning-2Dout-2Dgender-2Dgap-2D2019-2D7&d=DwMFaQ&c=Ftw_YSVcGmqQBvrGwAZugGylNRkk-uER0-5bY94tjsc&r=7WTWTsccD8YL3ev7U0EbYm20SuV_pVVGSSC8PrR8Nj8&m=GlEbZAug99hv5I68osZoHamGnP9fZO8slzrH-NouxbE&s=bwePSRPI0jwj5ObZtwzKNKi-htLniFXy32N1aCXroFw&e=
https://www.forbes.com/sites/estelleerasmus/2019/05/26/why-author-marissa-orr-leaned-out-instead-of-in-and-how-you-can-too/#5ed0cf42e80e


presentation
topics
 

The Truth About Diversity & The Workplace
Former Google and Facebook executive and bestselling author,

Marissa Orr, offers a compelling answer to the question few dare

to ask: What have we’ve gotten wrong about women at work?

Based on in-depth research and personal experiences, Marissa

shares her journey as a single mom of three trying to find success

in her 15-year career at the world’s top tech giants. She gives an

insider’s look at the systemic dysfunction inside today’s most

progressive organizations, providing a revolutionary new

perspective on why there are so few female leaders in corporate

America. She doesn’t simply present a counterargument to

modern feminist rhetoric but offers a revolutionary path forward

to change the trajectory of the lives of women and men in the

corporate world and beyond.
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Innovation, Creativity & Culture
Why do most organizations fail to innovate? Why do the most capable and experienced business

leaders continue floundering when it comes to adapting their organizations in the face of today’s

challenges to reach and retain market leadership? In this revealing and thoughtful talk, Marissa

explains why even those most progressive methods of fostering creativity and innovation have

failed to create the products, cultures, and workplaces they are meant to inspire.

Weaving the latest, cutting edge research with humorous and engaging stories from her time at

Google and Facebook, Orr overturns conventional wisdom on innovation, explains why common

but empty platitudes like ‘fail harder’ actually fail to help companies be more innovative, and

explores what most people get wrong about the best way to inspire collaboration, creativity, and

higher performance.

 The compelling narrative offers a brand new, eye opening perspective on what it truly takes for

companies to grow and adapt, and provides specific techniques and practical steps they can use

to succeed in today’s rapidly changing business environment.



presentation topics
 

The Future of Work
The most profound changes will not be in technology, but in power. 

In the Industrial age, the economy was driven by manufacturing and the production of

tangible things like cars. In a knowledge economy however, the most successful

companies no longer make widgets, their supply is no longer made up of physical

parts, stored in a warehouse, and owned by the company. Today, supply is largely made

up of employee brainpower. For example, Google hires the best and brightest to code,

solve business problems, sell ads, etc. With the shift from production to knowledge

comes a more profound shift of power; companies no longer own the majority of their

supply, employees do. To succeed in the next technological revolution, companies

must rethink how they structure, engage, reward, and retain their most valuable asset:

people. With incisive wit and relatable stories, Marissa Orr offers a simple framework to

help companies prepare, adapt, and succeed in tomorrow’s economy.
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Building a Culture of Truth 
What culture really means and how truth is a competitive advantage. 

In 1986, to investigate the cause of the Challenger explosion, President Reagan formed

the Rogers Commission. In their final report, they concluded that the stage for disaster

was set, not by technical failure, but by the failure of NASA’S culture. Seventeen years

later, when the spaceship Columbia disintegrated upon its return to Earth, killing all 7

astronauts on board, another committee was set up to investigate, and their central

findings largely pinned the blame on NASA’s organizational culture. NASA is an

organization of our best and brightest scientists and engineers. How is it possible they

were foiled by something like organizational culture? Twice? “Organizational culture”

typically conjures up images of free-beer-Fridays and ping pong tables. It’s often seen

as secondary. A ‘nice to have’ vs a ‘must have.’ But what the findings really meant when

they blamed organizational culture for two national tragedies and fourteen deaths,

wasn’t how ‘sociable’ and ‘innovative’ people were. They were referring to the

organization’s attitude towards truth. How an organization, at any scale, in any industry,

deals with the truth is how their culture is defined. In this talk, Marissa Orr offers a

revolutionary new perspective on what culture truly means, and how any company

from start-up to international conglomerate can apply the principles of a truth culture

to not only avoid business disaster, but gain a competitive edge in today’s rapidly

evolving economic landscape.


